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The excited-state properties of the light rare-earth elemental metals praseodymium, neodymium, and sa­
marium are studied within the Hubbard-I formalism. This method describes the multiplets of the rare-earth f  
shell by an exact diagonalization of the two-body part of the Hamiltonian. Subsequently, the rare-earth ion is 
embedded in the solid environment by incorporation of the atomic self-energy into a solid Green’s function, 
which is calculated using the local density approximation to density functional theory. After describing the 
method briefly, a systematic comparison with available photoemission experiments is made, and it is found that 
all main structures of the experimental spectra are reproduced by the approach, with the exception of the 
features immediately below the Fermi level which are interpreted as a mark of a mechanism different from an 
atomiclike multiplet transition.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.74.045114 PACS number(s): 71.20.Eh, 71.28.+d
I. INTRODUCTION
Through the history of modern science, the rare-earth se­
ries has always been a subject of great interest. D ue to their 
intricate electronic structure, these elements are of interest 
from a purely scientific point o f view, but in addition they 
offer numerous practical industrial applications.1- 5 This has 
its origin in the m ixture of two rather different behaviors for 
the electrons: the 4f-derived states are localized and experi­
ence strong electron-electron interaction, contrary to the spd  
states which are reflecting the delocalized nature of the cor­
responding electrons. Therefore, it has always been a great 
challenge to describe the electronic structure of rare-earth 
systems from  a fundam ental level.
To be m ore specific, the light rare-earth elements from 
praseodym ium  to sam arium  share m any properties that make 
theoretical studies of them  interesting, and the present work 
addresses the electronic structure of praseodym ium , neody­
mium, and sam arium  metals, exploiting a newly developed 
technique, the first-principles m ultiband generalization of the 
“Hubbard-I” approxim ation6 (HIA) extended to open f  
shells, which allows the com bination of an atomic descrip­
tion of the f  electrons with a band description of the rem ain­
ing electrons of the metal. The very radioactive element 
prom ethium  is excluded from our study, since experimental 
inform ation is m ore scarce. Also, cerium  is not considered 
here, since the validity of the atomic lim it for the f  electrons 
is less well founded.
A standard electronic structure method, like the density 
functional theory in the local density approxim ation (LDA), 
does not take properly into account the lim ited spatial extent 
o f the f  orbitals and leads to a too large energy dispersion 
when the 4 f  electrons are treated as bandlike valence elec­
trons. On the other hand, treating the 4 f  states as part o f the 
core but the rem aining degrees of freedom by the LDA also 
experiences some difficulty especially for the early rare-earth
elem ents,7,8 although it seems that this approach describes 
m ost of the ground-state properties o f the rare earths 
correctly .2 M ore advanced electronic structure m ethods have 
been used as well, like the self-interaction-corrected LD A ,9 
the L D A + U,10 and the orbital polarization ,11 leading to vari­
ous degrees of success12,13 concerning the ground-state prop­
erties o f the rare-earth elements. However, the excited states, 
as measured, for example, in x-ray photoem ission spectros­
copy (XPS) and brem sstrahlung isochrom at spectroscopy 
(BIS) experim ents14 rem ain challenging in particular since 
one clearly observes the appearance of m ultiplet structures 
related to the localized nature of the 4 f  electrons. These ef­
fects are not captured in the theoretical treatments outlined 
above, which all resort to the one-electron picture, while 
m ultiplet formation is notoriously a m any-electron phenom ­
enon. Therefore, previous theories have invoked m ore ap­
proxim ate models to reproduce the excited-state properties of 
rare-earths, like param etrized m ultiplet calculations15- 17 or 
the single-im purity A nderson 18 model. Such m ethods perm it 
a qualitative understanding of the physics but are often ob­
scured by the num ber of param eters one has to adjust ad hoc 
in order to obtain agreem ent with experiments. Therefore, 
these approaches in general offer lim ited predictability.
The HIA approach em ployed in the present w ork can be 
considered som ewhat interm ediate between pure ab initio 
and model calculations. The open f  shell is treated in a sim ­
plified model, but is subsequently em bedded in a bath of 
delocalized electrons. Both the sea of conduction electrons 
and several of the param eters of the model are calculated 
from  first principles in the LDA. The purpose of the present 
w ork is to study how well this m ethod applies to the rare- 
earth elements praseodym ium , neodym ium, and sam arium  in 
their metallic phase. In Sec. II the calculational details o f the 
HIA approach are outlined. Section III presents the calcu­
lated spectral functions, which are com pared to experimental 
photoem ission and inverse photoem ission data. Finally, Sec. 
IV presents the conclusions of our work.
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II. THE HUBBARD-I APPROXIMATION
In this section, we describe the details of the Hubbard-I 
approxim ation ,6,19 which we used to study the excited-state 
properties of elements with strong electron-electron interac­
tion. The HIA com bines the effect o f strong electron-electron 
interaction on a given rare-earth ion with a periodic lattice ,19 
enabling band formation. The m ethod has previously been 
successfully applied to samarium 20 and thulium21 com ­
pounds, and here we provide an interesting exam ple of its 
capabilities by studying the series of light rare-earth ele­
ments.
The central quantity to com pare to photoem ission spectra 
is the spectral function A(w ) o f the solid state system:
A ( m ) ■
1
Im 2  Gk(w ), ( 1)
where the sum extends over the Brillouin zone (for angle- 
integrated photoem ission). The G reen’s function is obtained
Gk1(w) -  M — 2 at(w) -  H k (2 )
H ere is the Ham iltonian as given by the LD A ,22 i.e.,
containing the bands of the K ohn-Sham  electrons, which 
m ove in the effective crystal potential including Hartree and 
exchange-correlation contributions. In the LD A  calculation, 
the f  electrons are treated as itinerant, which leads to narrow 
f  bands near the Ferm i level. The LD A  calculation is per­
formed using the tight-binding linear muffin-tin orbital 
m ethod in the atomic sphere approxim ation .23 The basis for 
the valence states is m ade of 6s, 6p, 5d, and 4 f  orbitals, and 
the k-point m esh is constructed from  a 1 0  X 10 X 4 grid for Pr 
and Nd, while a 10 X 10 X 10 grid is used for Sm. 2 at(w) 
contains the m ultiplet effects originating from the strong 
electron-electron correlations within the f  shell. This part is 
calculated in a model describing only the f  shell of a single
1 ^  — t tc c c c2 - m1m2m3m^m^ m f  m4
2 W
H at = 2  2  U i„ + l{ ' s i cmcm •
(3)
tHere, the index m.j labels the f  orbitals (from 1 to 14), and c 
and cm are creation and annihilation operators. The first term 
in Eq. (3) is the electron-electron interaction, w ith the matrix 
element
U,m m m m
fm , ( f  ( r f  (r ')fm A (r)
-d r  d r 1
|r  -  r
-  Ù  a^(m 1,m3,m 2,m ^ F ^, (4)
where f m(r) are the single-particle f  orbitals. In the second 
equality o f Eq. (4 ) the Coulomb integrals are expressed in 
terms of Slater integrals Fe and vector coupling coefficients 
a ^.19 Hence, the U  matrix is in fact determ ined com pletely by 
only four param eters F €, € = 0 ,2 ,4 ,6 .  We use the radial f  
waves from  the self-consistent LDA calculation to evaluate 
the Slater integrals.
Since the 4 f  electrons are strongly localized, the spin­
orbit coupling plays an im portant role and is included in the 
second term  in Eq. (3) . Here the sum extends over all elec­
trons and £ is the spin-orbit constant, which is obtained from 
the self-consistent LDA potential:
^ f m ^dr
d r ’ • (5)
O ther relativistic effects are incorporated through our scalar- 
relativistic implem entation of the LDA. The last term  in Eq.
(3) contains the chemical potential x  and acts to absorb all 
one-body terms of the Coulom b interaction to avoid double 
counting, these interactions being already included in H kLDA. 
In effect, the atomic H am iltonian in Eq. (3) describes only 
the two-body part o f the f - f  interaction, which is the part that 
determ ines the m ultiplet splittings, and w hich is not included 
in the LDA.
The atomic Ham iltonian H at is solved by exact diagonal- 
ization in the space of all possible Slater determ inants for 
each of the f  configurations needed in the calculation (typi­
cally for the ground-state configuration with n electrons and 
for the n ± 1  configurations corresponding to excited states). 
The eigenvalues and eigenvectors, denoted, respectively, E y, 
and ly), are obtained, and the atomic Green function Ga , is1 • ' ’ ’ mm1
calculated as
G ^ m M  = Ù  gyS
yÔ
<ykmlô)<ô km’|y>
M + E y — E ô
(6)
where the weight factor g yS specifies the relevance of the 
8  transition. A t therm al equilibrium,
1
gyô = Z  ^ y  + e -pEô) , (7)
where (3= 1/kBT, and Z  = 'Lye~^Ey is the atomic partition 
function. In the calculations discussed in the present work, 
the value of the tem perature is chosen to be close to zero, so 
that only the lowest multiplet state is populated, i.e., either y  
or 8  m ust belong to the ground-state multiplet. From  Gat the 
atomic self-energy X at , is finally extracted,
2 ! ! / (m) = MÔmm’ — (Gat)mm< (m) , (8 )
to be inserted in Eq. (2) .
The procedure outlined above com bines in a unified 
fram ework the strong intrashell correlation effects related to 
the 4 f  electrons and the weaker interaction between spd  elec­
trons. Adding X at to the LDA Ham iltonian on the right-hand 
side of Eq. (2) shifts the f  weight from  the narrow LDA 
bands into the energy positions corresponding to multiplet 
excitation energies. The matrix elements in the num erator of 
Eq. (6) ensure that the proper transition amplitudes, accord­
ing to atomic selection rules, enter the spectral function. Not 
included in the description based upon Eq. (1) is the matrix 
elements between the outgoing photoelectron and the orbital 
of the left-behind hole. These m atrix elements will depend 
on the angular character of the photohole. However, in the 
following we will focus on the f  part o f the spectral function 
only, and com pare to photoem ission spectra using photon
as
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TABLE I. Values (in eV) of the calculated parameters used in 
the multiplet HIA model to compute the spectral function of Pr, Nd, 
and Sm.
F2 (eV) F4 (eV) F6 (eV) £ (eV)
Pr 10.20 6.30 4.50 0.10
Nd 10.92 6.76 4.84 0.12
Sm 11.86 7.35 5.26 0.16
energies chosen so as to enhance the f  contribution.
As said, the param eters Fe and £ are provided by radial 
integrals o f the f  partial waves obtained from a self- 
consistent LDA calculation .19,21 However, the first Slater in ­
tegral F 0 has to be scaled down to account for screening: in 
the photoem ission process, a hole created in the f  shell is 
rapidly screened by the non-f-electrons, effectively reducing 
the value of the direct Coulomb interaction energy. For the 
elements studied here a value of F 0 = 7 eV has been used. 
This value is chosen in rough agreem ent with the study made 
by van der M arel and Sawatzky in Ref. 24 concerning the 
value of F 0 to be used for the entire 4 f  series. These authors 
derived a linear interpolation formula for F0 as a function of 
the atomic number Z, starting from a value of 6.7 eV for Z  
= 57 (La), which we have approxim ated by 7 eV for the early 
rare earth metals. There is no strict consensus on the appro­
priate value of F 0to be used for the rare earths. For example, 
in Ref. 14 , values close to or even below  6 eV  are suggested 
for Pr, Nd, and Sm. As shown below, a constant value of 
7 eV  leads to very good agreem ent with experiment. Recent 
research aims at a fully ab initio description of these screen­
ing processes, but has as yet not been considered for f  
m aterials.25
An im portant param eter o f the present theory is the 
chemical potential x  in Eq. (3) . This has to be adjusted to 
ensure a proper em bedding of the atom in the solid. The 
value is set by the requirem ent that the correct atomic con­
figuration f n is in fact the ground state, and the lowest m ul­
tiplet corresponding to this configuration is at the same en­
ergy as the Ferm i level of the solid.
III. RESULTS
As explained in the previous section, the HIA model is 
dependent upon param eters such as the Slater integrals as 
well as the spin-orbit constant £. The values used here, ob­
tained from LD A  calculations are presented in Table I . One 
notices the slight increase of the values of all parameters 
through the series, which simply reflects the contraction of 
the radial part of the 4 f  wave function and the increase of the 
electron-electron interaction. These param eters are used in 
Eq. (3) for the respective element.
To begin our study, we consider elemental praseodymium. 
The crystal structure is the double hexagonal close packed 
(dhcp) ,26 w ith a =3.6721 A  and c =11.832 A, and Pr contains 
two electrons in the f  shell. The XPS spectra correspond 
therefore to transitions from  f 2 to f 1 whereas the BIS spec­
trum  is sim ulated by calculating excitations between f 2 and
1 1 ........................ . 1 11
P r  9/2 f
A
f  \  ■ \ K
-
2f  ƒ 
i 5/2
À f I
\ \  
1
A  f
--.--1—
j  \
— i . i . i . i , i . i . i ,
Energy (eV)
FIG. 1. (Color online) The calculated f  contribution to the spec­
tral function of praseodymium at the equilibrium volume computed 
within the multiplet Hubbard-I method (full line) compared with the 
XPS (squares) and BIS (triangles) spectra of Ref. 14. The Fermi 
level is at zero energy.
f 3 configurations. The resulting spectral function obtained 
within the HIA using the param eters presented in Table I is 
shown in Fig. 1. The overall agreem ent appears to be quite 
good. The structure around -3 .5  eV (corresponding to a 
2F 5/2 final state) is well placed in energy. The double struc­
ture of the BIS spectrum  is also reproduced by the theory; 
how ever it is located at approxim ately 0.5 eV too high en­
ergy in com parison with the experim ental spectrum. The 
long tail extending to high energies is also reproduced by the 
calculations, but the intensity of this feature seems too low in 
the theory, which could also be an effect of secondary pro­
cesses in the experiment. One significant feature in the XPS 
experim ent is not reproduced by theory, namely, the peak at 
~  1 eV binding energy. Similar structures are present in all 
elements studied here, and we return to a discussion of them 
below.
The next elem ent in our study is neodym ium. Like 
praseodym ium , it crystallizes in the dhcp structure but con­
tains one m ore electron in the f  shell. The ground state there­
fore corresponds to an f 3 configuration (in a Al 9 /2 m ultiplet 
state). D ue to the incom plete screening by this extra f  elec­
tron of the increased nuclear charge, the lattice parameters 
used for the LDA part of our calculations decrease to a 
= 3.6583 A  and c =11.7966 A .26 The excited states here are 
the f 2 and the f 4 configurations, and the corresponding spec­
trum  obtained with the HIA is presented in Fig. 2 .
The agreem ent between theory and experim ent is similar 
to that found for praseodymium: the states below the Fermi 
level, corresponding to photoem ission into a 3H 4 final state, 
are accurately described, while the part o f the spectrum 
above the Fermi level has the same qualitative form in theory 
and in experiment, but the peaks are found at slightly too 
high energies and have too low intensity in the calculations.
The next elem ent in the lanthanides series is prom ethium  
(Pm), which has a radioactively unstable nucleus and there­
fore has not been studied by XPS or BIS. Hence, we will 
disregard it in our study and rather consider samarium. For 
Sm metal, the unit cell is rhom bohedral26 (with a 
= 8.9834 A  and a = 2 3 ° 4 9 .5 ') ,  or can also be viewed as hex­
agonal, the atoms being placed in the cell according to a
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FIG. 2. (Color online) The calculated f  contribution to the spec­
tral function of neodymium at the equilibrium volume computed 
within the multiplet Hubbard-I method (full line) compared with the 
XPS (squares) and BIS (triangles) spectra of Ref. 14. The Fermi 
level is at zero energy.
m ixture of fcc and hcp positions (in the so-called Sm-type 
crystal structure).27 The XPS and BIS spectra, presented in 
Fig. 3, are m ore com plex than the Pr and N d spectra, due to 
the larger num ber of m ultiplets w hich can be reached in the 
final state. The states below  the Ferm i level, corresponding 
to f 5 ^  f 4 transitions, are m ade up of four structures corre­
sponding to 5I4, 5F, 5G, and 5D  final states. The calculations 
reproduce all o f these peaks, although the ones at highest 
binding energy are found to be located at ~ 0 .5  eV  too high 
binding energy. For the positive frequency states, corre­
sponding to f 5 ^  f 6 transitions, the agreement is quite sat­
isfactory since the two structures around 1 and 4  eV are well 
reproduced.
One key feature missing from  all our calculations in com ­
parison with experiments is the hum p between 0 and - 2  eV, 
seen for Pr, Nd, and Sm. This structure has been 
interpreted28,29 to arise from  a 4 f  hole screened by an f  elec­
tron (corresponding to f n ^  f 1 transitions) merged with the 
contribution from  sp d  electrons to the photoem ission spec­
trum  (which happens to be in the same range of binding 
energy). This second channel (in opposition to the first f n 
^ f n-1 channel corresponding to a screening by a conduction 
electron) is made possible by the fact that the f  electrons are 
not com pletely localized 8 in the light rare-earth series and 
therefore may contribute to the screening of the hole. A l­
though the present theory is able to reproduce the spd  con­
tribution, as can be seen either by plotting directly the s, p, 
and d  spectral functions or by noticing the hum p around 
- 1  eV in the spectral function (see Figs. 1- 3) due to sp d - f  
hybridization, the resulting structure is obviously too weak 
com pared to the experim ental features. Hence we conclude 
that further theoretical developm ent is needed to account for 
the screening of the f  hole by other f  states. The effect is 
particularly im portant for praseodym ium  for which the f  
electrons are most delocalized among the ones studied here. 
Also, the f  interaction w ith the conduction bands can be of a 
more subtle nature than just sim ple band formation, for ex-
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ' 1 ' 
f* Sm
: i
5g I
5 m f KD/m 1 |l- 1 \  . I
1 I ' 1 ■ I
Aft V|W  f\
-X 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , , ! I ; . 1 : 1 :
Energy (eV)
FIG. 3. (Color online) The calculated f  contribution to the spec­
tral function of samarium at the equilibrium volume computed 
within the multiplet Hubbard-I method (full line) compared with the 
XPS (squares) and BIS (triangles) spectra of Ref. 14. The Fermi 
level is at zero energy.
ample, correlation effects beyond the Hubbard-I approxim a­
tion. Finally, it can also not be excluded that surface effects 
or defects can cause this contribution in the experim ental 
spectra.
IV. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have calculated the XPS and BIS spectral 
functions of praseodym ium , neodym ium, and samarium by 
using the multiplet Hubbard-I approxim ation. The results 
have been com pared to available experim ental data and the 
agreem ent is found to be rather good, despite the com plexity 
of the phenom ena involved. In particular, the parameters of 
the model are calculated (except for the first Slater integral) 
and not adjusted to reproduce experiments, as is often the 
case to sim ulate multiplet effects in crystals. An interesting 
developm ent would be to actually calculate the value of the 
first Slater integral by taking into account the screening ef­
fects from sp d  electrons, as was done, for example, in Ref. 
25 . This will bring the present m ethod closer to an almost 
com plete ab initio scheme. M inor deviations between the 
calculated spectral functions and experim ental spectra occur 
at low binding energies and are suggestive of the relevance 
of f -n o n - f  interaction channels o f a character not accounted 
for in the present theory. Further applications of the HIA 
could be used to com pute the excited-state properties of the 
m ixed-valent SmB6 and the Kondo insulator Y bB 12. These 
systems exhibit spectra rich in detail that have not been cal­
culated so far w ith the HIA.
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